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Abstract Nowadays tourists rely on technology for inspiration, research, book-
ing, experiencing and sharing. Not only it provides access to endless sources
of information, but has become an unbounded source of tourist-related data. In
such crowd-sourced data-intensive scenario, we argue that new approaches are
required to enrich current and new travelling experiences. This work, which sup-
ports the “dreaming stage”, proposes the automatic recommendation of person-
alised destinations based on textual reviews, i.e., a semantic content-based filter
of crowd-sourced information. Our approach relies on Topic Modelling – to ex-
tract meaningful information from textual reviews – and Semantic Similarity –
to identify relevant recommendations. Our main contribution is the processing of
crowd-sourced tourism information employing data mining techniques in order
to automatically discover untapped destinations on behalf of tourists.
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1 Introduction

Over the last two decades, the Internet has increased the accessibility of travelling. Tour-
ists not only plan trips based on websites, but, in fact, employ technologies throughout
the travel cycle. According to the World Tourism Organization [16], the travel cycle
encompasses the dreaming, researching, booking, experiencing and sharing stages. It
all starts with the dreaming stage, when the tourist starts to consider travelling, and pro-
ceeds with the research stage, when the tourist invests time searching for options. Once
the tourist makes his/her mind, the booking stage begins. Finally, in the experiencing
stage, the tourist embarks on the trip and relies on context-aware mobile applications to
get personalised recommendations. Last, but not least, in the sharing stage, the tourist
shares feedback data both in real and deferred time.

This pervasive interaction between tourists and technology consistently generates
large volumes of collaborative information on dedicated platforms. Arguably, tour-
ists build their own “crowd-sourced” profile, as their personal information is directly



entered or harvested from tourism websites. Overall, this process comprises experience
sharing in the form of likes, posts, images and/or videos (social-network-based); rat-
ings and reviews (evaluation-based); and pages (wiki-based). This valuable feedback
information ultimately influences the decisions of both tourists and businesses.

Although tourism crowd-sourced information influences decision making, typic-
ally, a tourist cannot monitor or control his/her own crowd-sourced footprint to en-
hance his/her options, due to the complexity of the diverse platforms and resources.
As machine learning and data mining methodologies provide dedicated algorithms for
knowledge discovery, we argue that the combination of tourism crowd-sourced inform-
ation and machine learning methodologies should further enable the personalisation of
the tourist travel cycle, eventually proposing ad hoc travel stages based on the tourist
crowd-sourced footprint.

This paper explores the use of tourism crowd-sourced information to enhance the
travel cycle stages. Specifically, we have designed an algorithm to recommend per-
sonalised destinations based on Expedia crowd-sourced hotel textual reviews, i.e., for
the dreaming stage. Our contribution automatically combines tourism crowd-sourced
information and recommender systems to discover untapped destinations for tourists,
employing both Topic Modelling (TM) to extract meaningful information from textual
reviews; and Semantic Similarity (SS) to recognise relevant recommendations.

Our technique applies content-based filtering to topic-modelled tourists and loca-
tions. Topics are clusters of words aggregated according to their meaning as well as
frequency in the textual reviews. The content-based filtering provides recommenda-
tions according to the semantic similarity among topics. The recommendation engine
is assessed through evaluation metrics, i.e., Precision, Recall, and F-Measure.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on recommend-
ation supported by crowdsourcing. Section 3 describes the proposed method, including
the description of the algorithms used. Section 4 presents the implementation details.
Section 5 reports the experiments performed and the results obtained. Finally, Section
6 provides the conclusions and discusses the outcomes of this work.

2 Related Work

There is a significant number of well-known Web-based tourism portals (e.g., TripAd-
visor, Expedia, airbnb, Wikivoyage, etc.) where a tourist can search, comment, share,
and evaluate resources. These collaborative platforms can be envisaged as reputation-
based crowdsourcing platforms, as users can increase their reputation by evaluating
and making recommendations. Overall, they enable tourists to build their own digital
footprint and implement profiling and recommendation mechanisms, i.e. tourists them-
selves contribute their digital foorprints to form intelligent “crowd-sourced” recom-
mendation systems [4].

On the one hand, recommendation systems for tourism have been extensively stud-
ied in the literature. Borras et al. [3], Gavalas et al. [6], and Felfernig et al. [5] provide
comprehensive surveys on the recommendation of tourism resources. Some systems
just harvest public portal information to suggest destinations or to plan trips [13], while
others propose the aggregation of tourism-related information in the context of user



models for personalisation [7]. Of particular relevance to our work is Patil et al. [12]
which have surveyed frequent data mining techniques used by tourism recommenda-
tion systems. Although some of the tourism recommendation systems documented in
the literature use machine learning algorithms to detect tourist preferences, frequent
behaviours, new trends, or contexts, most systems do not extensively employ crowd-
sourced information.

On the other hand, Tiwari and Kaushik [15], Bachrach et al. [1], and Zhuang et
al. [18] use a questionnaire/form-based approach to collect crowd-sourced information.
Tiwari and Kaushik specifically rely on the crowd available in situ to get updated in-
formation and, thus, enrich the list of recommendations. Bachrach et al. ask tourists
to rate a set of 20 attractions in order to predict the overall crowd-sourced rating for
each attraction. Zhuang et al. provide a form for tourists to suggest each other travel
plans. Nonetheless, such questionnaire/form-based crowdsourcing approach requires
additional interaction from the tourists, disregarding existing tourism crowdsourcing
platforms. Yu et al. [17] collect data from Location-Based Social Networks (LBSN) to
model users and, thus, recommend destinations. Finally, Guo et al. [9] combine data
from different crowdsourcing sources, but do not provide recommendations. In particu-
lar, they get popular routes from travelogues and build scenic spots by matching photo
descriptions with attraction reviews.

2.1 Contribution

Scant research has been devoted to the automatic use of heterogeneous crowd-sourced
information in tourism recommendation systems fully employing data mining tech-
niques. Table 1 depicts a comparison of the above mentioned related work. While
earlier work requires additional interaction by the tourists (questionnaire/forms) or does
not provide recommendations (e.g., heterogeneous sources), we are building upon our
previous work [10], which relies solely on the available crowd-sourced data. We have
explored both tourism crowd-sourced data and recommendation techniques, employ-
ing data mining methods, in order to discover untapped destinations for tourists. This
research extends this approach by processing a significant amount of heterogeneous
crowd-sourced information via tourist reviews to improve tourist recall and destina-
tion/location features.

Table 1. Comparison of tourism crowdsourcing and recommendation systems

Systems Reviews-based Crowdsourcing Data RecommendationModelling Modality Mining

Tiwari and Kaushik (2014) No Questionnaire No Context-aware
Bachrach et al. (2014) No Questionnaire No Collaborative
Zhuang et al. (2014) No Form No Collaborative
Yu et al. (2016) No LBSN No Collaborative
Guo et al. (2016) No Heterogeneous Yes –
Leal et al. (2017) Yes Form (Expedia) Yes Content-based



3 Proposed Method

Our approach automates the dreaming stage by recommending new locations to users
based on crowd-sourced information gathered from the Expedia platform. Algorithm 1
summarises the recommendation engine. The algorithm accepts as inputs the required
LDA parameters as well as hotel and tourist data, including the crowd-sourced textual
reviews, and outputs a list of recommended locations for each tourist.

Algorithm 1 Recommendation algorithm

Inputs
Hotel Data: H = (<Hotel h, Location l>, . . .)
User Data: U = (<User u, Hotel h, Review ru,h>, . . .)
LDA Parameters: θ; β; niter and ntopics

Outputs Ordered List of Recommended Locations per User: Lu = (la, . . . , ln)

Step 1 Review Data Preprocessing: Tokenising, Stopping & Aggregation

Step 2

Parallel Topic Modelling via LDA:
for (u = 0; u < users; u++) do topicsu ← GetUserTopics()
for (l = 0; l < locations; l++) do topicsl ← GetLocationTopics()

Step 3

Recommendations:
for (u = 0, u < users; u++) do

for (l = 0; l < locations; l++) do
SSu,l ← GetTopicSimilarity(topicsu; topicsl)

for (u = 0, u < users; u++) do return locations sorted by SSu,l

Step 4 Evaluation Procedure: Precision, Recall and F -measure

Data Preprocessing tokenises textual reviews, including individual user as well as the
aggregated location reviews, and removes meaningless words (special characters, stop
words, and numerical parameters).

Topic Modelling aims to find patterns in unstructured texts, attempting to inject se-
mantic meaning into the vocabulary. Topic modelling algorithms represent a set of com-
puter programs which extract topics from texts. A topic is a list of words which occurs
in statistically meaningful ways [8]. We employed Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
topic modelling to extract keywords and use them as implicit features of the respective
users and locations. LDA, while a Bayesian generative model for text structures, sees
a text corpus (d) as a collection of t topics, where a topic has a probability distribution
(θd, d = 1 to k) over a word dictionary (Equation 1).

p(θ|α) =
Γ (

∑k
i=1 αi)

Πk
i=1Γ (αi)

θα1−1
1 . . . θαk−1

k (1)

The α is k-vector with elements αi > 0 and Γ (x) is the gamma function. Now, let βt
be the multinomial distribution over words for topic t. Thus, each word is assigned to
a topic via βt distribution. Blei et al. (2003) contains a complete mathematical descrip-
tion regarding LDA algorithm [2]. In our problem, we consider each user review as a
document. The underlying topics are the set of possible implicit features.



Semantic Similarity measures the distance between concept meanings. The semantic
relatedness is computed using ontologies to measure the distance between terms or
concepts. One of the most well-known resources which have been extensively used to
compute semantic relatedness is WordNet. This paper uses semantic similarity of Prin-
ceton’s WordNet to calculate the distance between location and tourist topics identified
via topic modelling. WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu) is a lexical ontology of
English words which organises names, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs according to se-
mantic relations (synonymy, antonymy, hyperonymy and meronymy) [11].

Evaluation Metrics The results were assessed using the Precision Recall and F-Measure
classification metrics. On the one hand, the Precision measures the proportion of good
recommendations (quality). On the other hand, the Recall measures the proportion
of good recommendations which appear among the most important recommendations
(quantity). Finally, F-Measure combines both metrics [14].

4 Implementation

Our recommendation system, which is implemented in Java, runs on an Openstack
cloud instance with 16 GB RAM, 8 CPU and 160 GB hard-disk. The Java-based ap-
plication relies on the MAchine Learning for LanguagE Toolkit (http://mallet.cs.
umass.edu/) (MALLET) for parallel topic modelling and on the WordNet Similarity for
Java (WS4J) library (http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com) to compute semantic relatedness. In
terms of architecture, our content-based filter, which is depicted in Figure 1, includes
four modules: (i) Data Preprocessing; (ii) Topic Modelling; (iii) Semantic Similarity;
and (iv) Recommendation. First, Data Preprocessing removes irrelevant words and ag-
gregates user and location reviews. Then, Topic Modelling applies LDA to identify
the most representative topics related with tourists and locations (MALLET). Next, the
Semantic Similarity relies on WordNet to compare semantically tourists and location
topics. Finally, it orders and recommends, for each user, the locations by descending
relatedness.

Figure 1. Recommendation engine

http://wordnet.princeton.edu
http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com


5 Experiments and Results

We conducted off-line experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of the
proposed method with the Expedia crowd-sourced data.

The HotelExpedia data set (http://ave.dee.isep.ipp.pt/˜1080560/ExpediaDataSet.
7z) contains 6030 hotels, 3098 reviewers, including anonymous reviewers, and 381 941
reviews from 11 different hotel locations. Although the data set includes anonymous
reviewers and their reviews, we only used in our experiments crowd-sourced data from
the 1089 identified reviewers, i.e., we discarded the anonymous users and their inputs.
Each user introduced at least 20 reviews. The data set was randomly partitioned into
training (75%) and test (25%). This data set was built and used as a case study of
crowdsourcing in the tourism domain.

5.1 Recommendation Engine

The experiments were focussed on the Parallel Topic Modelling, Recommendation and
Evaluation Procedure.
Parallel Topic Modelling is the core of our recommendation engine. It analyses large
volumes of textual reviews in order to find topics for describing locations and users. A
topic is a cluster of words which, frequently, occur together. Moreover, our topic mod-
elling implementation connects words with similar meanings and distinguishes words
with multiple meanings. For each location and user, we select 10 topics using 1000 it-
erations. The number of topics and the number of iterations were selected according to
the F-Measure of the recommendations. The algorithm attributes to each topic a weight
based on its relevance in the document. Table 2 and Table 3 present the top five topics
together with the corresponding weights (W) for Barcelona and User 15.

Table 2. Barcelona topics

Topic W Words

1 0.19 noise night air noisy street
2 0.13 shower bathroom water small door
3 0.34 great close walking clean nice
4 0.17 desk front day time check
5 0.33 stay great friendly clean excellent

Table 3. User 15 topics

Topic W Words

1 0.28 check time desk day told
2 0.60 stay good great friendly comfort
3 0.15 airport bus good terminal flight
4 0.46 tube station walk great close
5 0.31 small bathroom shower nice air

Recommendations are based on the WordNet semantic relatedness between the topics
provided by the parallel topic modelling module. Considering the example of Table 2
and Table 3, there are similarities between: (i) Topic 5 from Barcelona and Topic 2 from
User 15; and (ii) Topic 2 from Barcelona and Topic 5 from User 15. The algorithm then
computes the weighted average between the related topics, using the corresponding
topic weight. In the end, the system suggests future travelling destinations to tourists by
choosing, for each tourist, the locations with the higher semantic similarity.
Evaluation Procedure adopts Precision, Recall and F-Measure metrics to assess the
quality of recommendation. Figure 2 plots, for different number of topics per entity,
the F-Measure results. The values grow from 1 to 10 topics and, then, decrease from

http://ave.dee.isep.ipp.pt/~1080560/ExpediaDataSet.7z
http://ave.dee.isep.ipp.pt/~1080560/ExpediaDataSet.7z


10 till 20 topics. The best F-Measure value was achieved with 10 topics per entity, i.e.,
when the system uses 10 topics to represent tourists and locations. In this case, the re-
commendation engine presents an F-Measure of 78%. Based on these results, Figure 3
plots the F-Measure and runtime versus the number of Topic Modelling iterations when
using 10 topics per entity. The best F-Measure value was achieved with 1000 iterations
and a total runtime of 90 ks (25 h).

Figure 2. F-Measure vs. topics Figure 3. F-Measure and runtime vs. iterations

6 Conclusions

Technology has revolutionised both travelling and the tourism industry. In particular,
not only it assists tourists in all stages of their travelling, including researching, book-
ing, experiencing as well as sharing, but has transformed tourism business oriented
platforms into crowdsourcing platforms, e.g., Expedia, where tourism related know-
ledge accumulates as tourists leave their digital footprints. These digital footprints are
highly influential for businesses and tourists alike.

This paper explores tourism crowd-sourced information to enrich the dreaming
stage of the travel cycle. In terms of contributions, we use tourism crowd-sourced tex-
tual information and data mining methods to discover and recommend untapped des-
tinations for tourists. Our approach, which uses textual reviews from Expedia, profiles
users and locations based on LDA topic modelling and produces personalised recom-
mendations regarding future user destinations based on semantic topic similarity. In
order to achieve better recommendations, we tested the topic modelling module with
different number of topics and, then, with different number of iterations. The resulting
content-based filter was able to recommended future destinations to users solely based
on textual reviews with an F-Measure of 78%.

As future work, we intend to: (i) increase the data set dimension with more loc-
ations/reviews to explore the tourism Big Data concept in crowdsourcing platforms;
(ii) introduce hotel recommendations; and (iii) design a trust and reputation model for
assessing the reliability of the review publishers.
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